The Visual Art Student Internship and Exploration Fund Award seeks to motivate and support students in transitions to life beyond the University of Wyoming undergraduate experience through participation in internship, workshop and independent research opportunities outside of Wyoming. These experiences and introductions to “a larger world” can be life changing. The Visual Art Student Internship and Exploration Fund Award provides the necessary financial support to encourage ambitious and motivated students to move to the next level as young artists and thinkers.

Opportunities supported by this award include experiences and opportunities identified by students such as:

* Residencies and workshops (ex: Skowhegan, Anderson Ranch, Haystack, Penland, etc.)
* Internships
* Conference attendance and participation
* Travel for research at exhibitions, galleries, museums
* Independent studio research project

**Application Process:**

A single hard-copy page application to include –

- heading with applicant name / phone contact / email address
- simple narrative outline of project / outcomes / budget
- list of three references and digital contact information

Ten images of creative work -

- Images should be relevant to the application and provide a sense of proposed work
- Save work as jpeg or tiff at 1024 x768 pixels with a 72 PPI
- Label each image with last name, underscore and sequential number (ex. Johnson_01, Johnson_02) and place in a folder labeled with last name and then first name (ex. Johnson, Tom )

Submit application as a document and images as attachments via email to marrit@uwyo.edu by 5pm, Friday March 1st.

Preference will be given to upper-division students with a clear objective and explanation of use of funds.